TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
“The Power of the Story” will focus on working with your sensitivity to enable you to meet the
need of the spirit communicator; telling their life story in the way that they want to tell it.
This course will place emphasis on the medium surrendering to the power of the Spirit, and allowing
the spirit communicator to decide what information they need to communicate; in whatever way they
can communicate it in that moment. The medium follows the communicator’s story, which leads to
more natural, emotional and evidentially accurate communications from the Spirit World.
Andy will help you to unlock and make sense of the clairvoyant pictures and clairsentient feelings you
receive, which will help you to deliver more accurate and practical information, but also help you to
become your communicator and thus surrender.

If you are seeking to bring forward the emotion and presence of the communicator in your work; if
you want to go back to, or find, the naturalness of your mediumship; and if you desire to build that
closer blending and relationship with the Spirit, then this course will help you to achieve these goals.
By understanding the Power of the Story you will bring alive your communicator by telling their life
story in the way that they need to tell it.

TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
Mediumship is chiefly concerned with re-telling the life stories, or part of the life story, of our loved
ones in the spirit world. Our job is to tell that story the best we can through the practical and
emotional information we receive from the spirit communicator.
“Deepening the Evidence” will focus on teaching you different ways to deepen your ability to retell, and bring alive, those life stories. Through practical exercises, Andy will teach you how to utilize
your clairvoyance, clairsentience, and clairaudience to bring alive your communicator and the story
they need to impart to their loved ones here.
This 1-day course will push the boundaries of your mediumship.

TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
"To understand the colours that are present within a person's aura is to understand
the very nature of their soul: its core qualities, its potentialities and its essence." ~
Andy Byng
Colour is an often-overlooked aspect of mediumistic and psychic communication, and yet the colours
that we are becoming aware of provide a unique insight into the qualities and nature of a person’s
soul.
The colours that we become aware of within a person’s aura denote the particular qualities that are
present within their soul. As these qualities originate from that universal power which is the source of
all life present within everybody, the general meaning of each colour is the same in each of us.
To understand an individual’s soul we not only have to sense if the colour is in its negative or positive
aspect, but we also have to understand, through our intuition, how the different colours present
within a person’s soul are interacting with each other. By understanding the nature of, and the
relationship between, each colour, we are then able to accurately recount the life story of an
individual’s soul from the moment of their birth to the present day.
In essence, through working with colour, the psychic is able to provide people with a unique insight
into the nature of their soul. This puts the psychic in a privileged position, as they are able to offer
guidance that encourages clients to realize their potential and to express themselves in the most
natural way possible, which leads to a richer, and more meaningful, life.

During the course of this one-day seminar, Andy will cover the basic elements of colour. You will
understand the general meaning of each colour, and the fundamentals of assessing how the different
colours within an individual’s soul are interacting with each other.

TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
This 4-day course will delve even deeper into telling the life stories of our loved ones in the spirit
world, emphasizing the practical evidence brought forth from spirit. As mediums, our job is to tell
that story the best we can through the practical and emotional information we receive from the spirit
communicator.
“Deepening the Evidence” will focus on teaching you different ways to deepen your ability to retell, and bring alive, those life stories. Through practical exercises, Andy will teach you how to fully
utilize your clairvoyance, clairsentience, and clairaudience to bring alive your communicator and the
story they need to impart to their loved ones here.
This will be 4 days of intensive, practical work that will push the boundaries of your mediumship.

TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
The clarity and depth of connection that we can achieve with the spirit world is intertwined with the
depth and connection we have with ourselves as individuals. As we begin to understand ourselves
more deeply and learn who we are, we open ourselves further to understanding the connection with
the spirit world and strengthening that connection.
This course will focus in on you, your spirit and the energy that emanates from you and how that
energy can be utilized by the spirit world. Andy will help you tap into the personal power within
yourself that further opens the lines of communication with spirit and provides a clearer channel
through which spirit can communicate.

TO REGISTER: go to https://form.jotform.com/52874920083257
“The Way of the Spirit” will focus on working with your sensitivity to enable you to meet the need
of the spirit communicator. Quite often mediums try to demand and control what kind of information
they receive from the Spirit World. This course will place emphasis on the medium surrendering to
the power of the Spirit and allowing the spirit communicator to decide what information they want to
communicate and how they want to communicate it. In this sense rather than trying to lead the way
the medium enables themselves to actually follow the way of the Spirit, which leads to more natural,
emotional and evidentially accurate communications from the Spirit World.
Andy will help you to unlock and make sense of the clairvoyant pictures and clairsentient feelings you
receive, which will help you to deliver more accurate and practical information, but also help you to
work with the essence of the communicator.
If you are seeking to bring forward the emotion and presence of the communicator in your work; if
you are wanting to go back to, or find, the naturalness of your mediumship; and if you are wanting to
build that closer blending and relationship with the Spirit, then this course will help you to achieve
this by following the way of the Spirit.

W H A T I S A P R O G R E S S I V E ? //
"A progressive group enables the tutor to get to know the student as an individual,
while providing the student with the time to properly absorb the teaching. Both of
these things are essential ingredients in developing mediumship." ~ Andy Byng
As progressive groups contain the same students for a fixed period of time (usually 1-3 years), the
tutor can move the whole group forward together, rather than having to go back to the beginning
every time a new student joins the group.
The progressive group enables the tutor to get to know each student as an individual, which allows for
a more tailored tuition that focuses on the particular needs of each student. Also, it allows the tutor to
deliver a deeper and more progressive program of teaching: the student really gets to understand and
embed the teachings, which undoubtedly has a real positive impact on the student’s development.

This progressive group at SSB will be open to a maximum number of 18 students. Students who sign
up for the course, are committing to three seminars, and are required to attend all three seminars. For
the best results the group has to move forward together, and missing training will hold back both the
individual student, and thus the group as a whole.
T H E T E A C H I N G //
The teaching will focus on mediumistic communication for demonstrations of mediumship,
and mediumistic and psychic development for private sittings. This course is suitable for those that
have experience with their development. Andy will push the boundaries of your mediumship, and
focus on the areas of your development, and the group as a whole, that need to be strengthened. The
five day seminars will be intensive, and the working day will begin at 9:30am and finish at 6:00pm
each day. This will give you the opportunity to have a range of focused exercises and explanations that
will help you to move forward with your development.
M O N T H L Y P R A C T I C E C I R C L E S //
Twice per month there will be a practice circle that will be open to every student that Andy is teaching
during the year from different countries around the world. Often students have difficulty in finding
people with whom to practice. With over 100 students having access to this facility, the practice circles
are a great way to find new people with whom to work.
The practice circles give you the flexibility to practice any of the exercises that Andy has taught you
and that you feel you need to do at that particular time to further develop your mediumship. No
tuition or feedback will be given at these circles, except from any feedback your recipient gives you.
Alyson Gannon will be facilitating these sessions.
C O S T & P A Y M E N T P L A N //
To book your spot, go to: https://www.andybyng.com/progressive-group-burlington This particular
course will be booked directly with Andy. The cost of the progressive group is $2,150. A deposit of
$450 is required to secure your place on the course. A payment plan is available for the remainder of
the course fee, which will be payable monthly over the period between the deposit being made and
the start of the first seminar. To arrange a payment plan please contact Andy on
andybyngmedium@gmail.com once the deposit has been paid.

